
Vocabulary and Identification

Instructions: Use your notes to identify the following terms, people, and 
dates. It is not necessary to rewrite full definitions, but be sure to 
provide the essential information. You may need to research further 
references. Modify this document as needed. The first term is done for 
you. 

General Terms
1. comitatus – the social bond between the lord and his thanes; inspired 

physical and moral courage and insisted on loyalty

2. wyrd: fate or destiny throughout one’s entire life

3. scops: poets and singers who kept memories of the bravest warriors 

alive through songs played on lyres

4. mead hall: a social gathering place for the people of the village

5. liege lord: the Ring-Giver; the men who fought on the battle field

6. thane: a noble who held his estate knowing that in times of war he 

would have to fight for the king, be an active member of the witan, 

and undertake governmental duties; responsible for keeping his liege 

lord safe

7. Four Anglo-Saxon tribes: the Angles, the Saxons, the Jutes and the 

Frisians

8.  Seven Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms: Kent, Sussex, Wessex, Essex, East 

Anglia, Mercia, and Northumbria

9.  410 AD: Britannia was plundered by a tribe; it laid in ruins and the 

emperor stepped down

10. 449 AD: the Anglo-Saxon invasion

11.  597 AD: when the pope invited St. Augustine to lead a mission to 

convert Anglo-Saxons to Christianity 

12.  Hadrian’s Wall: a wall built for Roman emperor Hadrian in order to 

defend Britain against invasions

13.   Bretons (Britons): the native people from Brittany

14.   Illuminated manuscript: texts made by monks that are decorated 

to illustrate the glory of God

15.   Two works of Anglo-Saxon nonfiction: The Ecclesiastical History 

of the English People by The Venerable Bede and The Anglo-Saxon 

Chronicle by King Alfred the Great 

16.   Danelaw: name of half of the Anglo-Saxon lands (878AD) that were 



under viking law

17.   Lindisfarne Gospels: most famous illuminated manuscript made in 

honor of God and St. Cuthbert

18.   Sutton Hoo: an archeologist whose site revealed a ship buried on 

the Suffolk coast

19.   Normans: members of the tribes who settled in Normandy and 

became a dominant military power in the west

20.  Exeter Book: one of the three manuscripts of early English poetry

 

Literary Terms

21. Elegy: a genre of poetry written to mourn or loss

22. Metaphor: figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to 

an object or action that is not literal 

23. Simile: figure of speech comparing two different kinds of things used 

to make a description 

24. Kenning: two word metaphors

25. Caesura: a mid-line pause 

26. Alliteration: occurrence of the same letter or sound at the beginning 

of two words that are close; connects the two parts

  Literary Works

21. “The Wanderer”: poem about exile due to the death of a man’s lord 

and comrades

22. “The Seafarer”: poem about an exile where the seafarer cannot 

resist the luring of the dangerous sea

23. “The Wife’s Lament”: a poem about exile enforced on a woman by 

her husband and his relatives

24. “The Dream of the Rood”: one of the earliest English language 

poems remaining; describes the crucifixion of Christ from the view of the 

cross


